Open House Winners

Math Exam:
1. Ian Garcia, Sean Burton, Aslan Maleki (Francis-Tuttle Tech)
2. Nathan Prabhv (Casady School)
3. Zac Durham (Francis-Tuttle Tech)

Chemistry Exam:
1. Alex Symczak (), Olivia Branscum (Casady School)
2. Stephen Ogle (OSSM-Muskogee), Nathan Prabhv (Casady School), Patrick Austin (Yukon High School)
3. Seth Cleary (OSSM), Mitchell Manar (Casady School), Annie Liu (Norman High School)

Physics Exam:
1. Mitchell Manar (Casady School)
2. Timothy Corbly (), Jack Wen (OSSM-Ardmore)
3. William Wilson (Canadian Valley Tech), Sam Bretz (Canadian Valley Tech Center), Jessica Ong (Westmoore High School)

Computer Science Exam:
1. Alex Symczak
2. Taylor Coonfield (Canadian Valley Tech), Patrick Servello (Westmoore High School)
3. Patrick Boyle (Gordon Cooper Tech), Roberto Hernandez (Canadian Valley Tech)

Ping-Pong Launcher
1. Ryan Radcliffe
2. Heather Shepherd (Valliant HS), Nathan Prabhv (Casady School)
3. Cameron Nix, Chandler Pettit, Matthew, Donavan (Carnegie HS)

Egg-Drop
1. Shelby Greeson ()
2. Blaykee Buchanon, Sarah Bedell (Yukon HS), Kaitlin Norton (OSSM-Muskogee), Amy Miller, Cecilia Bannister (Yukon HS)
3. Reace Russell(Cordell)

Tower Construction
1. Victoria Patterson, Jared Voss, Skylar Turner, Keith Henderson (OSSM - Drumright)
2. Dylan Tucker, Ashley Belcher (OSSM – Tahlequah)
3. Cole Stevens, Josh Warnen, Brandon Pruett (Blanchard HS)

Oil Derrick
1. Blake Bridwell, Gabriela Martinez, Mackenzie Hardin, Kara Eldredge, Ryan Radcliff (Forgan HS)
2. Courtney Smith, Katie Bullard (OSSM-Poteau)
3. Larry Kious, Brandon Williams, Konnie Welty, DeJay White (Little Axe HS)

Mousetrap Vehicle
  Longest Distance
1. Chesney Swartwood (Cheyenne HS)
2. John Rotrammel, Preston Williams (Francis-Tuttle Tech)
3. Michael Goins, Mary Lee (OSSM – Wayne)
   Fastest to 10 ft
   1. Jacob Freeze (Gordon Cooper Tech)
   2. Michael Goins, Mary Lee (OSSM – Wayne)
   3. Huan Nguyen, Hayley Baxter (Francis-Tuttle Tech)

Model Bridge
   1. Emily Hill (Francis-Tuttle Tech)
   2. Taylor Cook (OSSM-Ardmore)
   3. Morgan Pierce (Francis-Tuttle Tech)

DBF Glider
   1. Jacobey King (Crowder HS)
   2. Mason Manigon (Gordon Cooper)
   3. Whitney Heer (Gordon Cooper)